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Summary


	DescriptionIPCC schematic wikipedia.pdf	
English:  Illustration of three types of tipping point; (a), (b) noise-, (c), (d) bifurcation- and (e), (f) rate-induced. (a), (c), (e) example time-series (coloured lines) through the tipping point with black solid lines indicating stable climate states (e.g. low or high rainfall) and dashed lines represent the boundary between stable states. (b), (d), (f) stability landscapes provide an intuitive understanding for the different types of tipping point. The valleys represent different climate states the system can occupy with hill tops separating the stable states. The stability of a climate state is implied by both the depth of the valley and the distance to the hill top. The current state of the system is represented by a ball. All scenarios assume that the ball starts in the left hand valley (black dashed lines) and then through different mechanisms dependent on the type of tipping transitions to the right valley (coloured lines). Noise-induced tipping events, for instance Dansgaard-Oeschger events, materialise from natural fluctuations within the system. The stability landscape in this scenario remains fixed and stationary. A series of perturbations in the same direction or one large perturbation are required to force the system over the hill top and into the alternative stable state. Bifurcation-induced tipping events, such as a collapse of the AMOC under climate change, occur when a critical level in the forcing is reached. Here the stability landscape is subjected to a change in shape. Under gradual anthropogenic forcing the left valley begins to shallow and eventually vanishes at the tipping point, forcing the system to transition to the right hand valley. Rate-induced tipping events, for example combustion of compost heaps (compost bomb instability), arise when a system is unable to adapt (sufficiently quickly) to its changing environment. The stability landscape remains fixed in shape but instead gets dragged/pushed. Consider the stability landscape being dragged to the left. The ball will lag behind the moving valley. There exists a critical rate at which the landscape is dragged such that for slower rates the ball will remain in the left valley. However, rates faster than the critical rate and the ball will lag too far behind such that it moves over the hill top and consequently transition to the right hand valley.
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